
Virtunet SyStemS’ VirtuStor SerVer SAn SoftwAre.
SoftwAre to conVert Any phySicAl SerVerS to SAn StorAge.

VirtuStor is linux based software installed on bare metal physical servers that clusters any physical servers and 
makes this cluster of servers function as traditional iScSi SAn storage. 

VirtuStor protects against hardware failure by replicating data to at least one more server in the cluster. hence 
it requires a minimum of 3 physical servers in the cluster, so that storage is unaffected even with one server 
failure.

VirtuStor can be deployed in all-SSD, hybrid (SSD+HDD), or all-HDD configurations.

feAtureS                                                                                                                                                       

VirtuStor offers all the features available with traditional SAn storage like low latency storage, ability to with- 
stand failure of any hardware component, petabyte scale, easy to use gui, support for any operating system on 
the compute side (hyper-V, Vmware, linux, windows, unix), appliance based snapshots, and encryption.

then there are aspects unique only to the VirtuStor architecture. 

 • Configuration flexibility. Storage of any capacity and performance can be assembled quickly by selecting 
  appropriately sized servers.

 • Hot add or hot replace any components without downtime.

cuStomer BenefitS                                                                                                                                        

 • Lower cost hardware. Since VirtuStor uses commodity servers, the resulting iScSi storage built using  
  VirtuStor is much cheaper than comparable SAn based storage appliances. 

 • High performance.  In an all-SSD configuration VirtuStor rivals the performance of any all-flash array.

 • No vendor lock-in for hardware. Servers from any server vendor can be used to build the VirtuStor 
  cluster. 

competitiVe DifferentiAtorS VerSuS trADitionAl iScSi StorAge AppliAnceS                                 

 • Since VirtuStor is built using commodity servers. Scaling out the storage for performance or capacity can be 
  easily done by adding servers, SSDs, and hDDs of any make/model. Also components from different vendors 
  can be mixed and matched in the same VirtuStor cluster. Proprietary vendor specific components as is the  
  case with oem storage are not required.

 • A unique high performing combination, though only for VMware customers, is to use hard drive based  
  VirtuStor for backend iSCSI storage complimented with VirtuCache and in-host SSDs in 
  the VMware hosts. Virtucache will cache ‘hot’ data from hard drives in the VirtuStor server SAn  
  to in-host SSDs and thus provide all-flash array like performance from the all-HDD VirtuStor. We highly 
  recommend deploying SSDs in the Vmware host rather than in VirtuStor servers because SSDs 
  perform at lower latencies when in the host than if the same SSDs were installed in VirtuStor servers. 
  this is because with Virtucache, SSDs are closer to the Vmware host cpu that consumes ‘hot’ data 
  instead of being behind the network and storage cpus as is the case when the SSDs are in the 
  VirtuStor servers.
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Block Diagram : VirtuStor
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